
JUNE 2020

The
 Tractor Times

The last few months have thrown us all quite a few challenges, especially 
how to operate a business through imposed restrictions.

You might notice this edition of The Tractor Times is a litte smaller than 
usual, with being in lockdown there hasn’t been quite the same level of 
activity around our branches!

We were fortunate however to have a team working hard behind the 
scenes on understanding and keeping up to date with the rules, doing 
applications, filling in forms, and ticking all of the right boxes so that we 
were able to keep trading.

Which meant we were able to help you keep your business running 
too. So our first thank you is to you - for continuing to support us, and 
keeping it local. We certainly do value your loyal custom, and we hope 
you appreciated us for continuing to operate (as close to ‘normal’ as we 
were able to).

We’d Like To Take This Opportunity To Say THANK YOU!
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FOR SALE
FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE*   All Prices Exclude GST

Visit SFML.CO.NZ for more quality used tractors and machinery!

 �130 HP
 �6586 Hours
 � JD683 NSL Loader 
(no bucket)
 �Deals 18.4R38

JOHN DEERE 6630 PREMIUM

           $69,000
SU#63479GORE

 �  105 HP
 �  5272 Hours
 � JD H310 Loader

JOHN DEERE 6105R

           $72,000
SU# 63508GORE

 �150 HP
 �5357 Hours
 � JD H360 NSL Loader
 �6 cylinder
 �4WD
 �3x rear remotes

JOHN DEERE 6150M

           $78,000
SU#63699INVERCARGILL

 �115 HP
 �6120 Hours
 � JD 683 NSL Loader

JOHN DEERE 6520SE

           $49,000
SU#63690INVERCARGILL

 �  230 HP
 �  3265 Hours
 �Rear duals 80% 
 �No Loader, no front 
weights

JOHN DEERE 7230R

           $158,000
SU# 63338GORE

 �155 HP
 �7950 Hours
 �Quicke Q65 SL Loader
 � x4 Electronic Scv
 �Power Shift

CASE IH PUMA 155

           NOW $43,000
SU#63656MOSGIEL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $47,000

 �95 HP
 �2863 Hours
 �Powerquad 40k
 �Stoll F15 Loader

CLAAS CELTIS 446

 $39,000
SU#63476INVERCARGILL

 �155 HP + 20IPM
 �6750 Hours
 �Quicke Loader
 �20x20 Auto Quad
 �50km

JOHN DEERE 6930 PREMIUM

MOSGIEL SU#63371

           $69,950

 �140 HP
 �4155 Hours
 �H340 NSL Loader
 �  Power Quad Trans 
24x24

JOHN DEERE 6140M

             $79,000
SU# 63655INVERCARGILL

 �125 HP
 �2625 Hours
 � JD623R NSL Loader
 �4WD
 �PowerQuad 24x24

JOHN DEERE 6125M  LOW HOURS

        $82,000
SU#63879INVERCARGILL

 �  115 HP
 �  4800 Hours
 � JD 633 NSL Loader
 �NO DUALS

JOHN DEERE 6430 STD

           $60,000
SU# 63321GORE

 �110 HP
 �6425 Hours
 � JD 653 NSL Loader
 �4WD
 �2007 Model
 �16x16 Power Quad

JOHN DEERE 6420SE

$38,000
SU#63872INVERCARGILL

 �130 HP
 �5870 Hours
 � JD 653 NSL Loader
 �3x rear remotes
 �24x24 PowerQuad

JOHN DEERE  6630 PREMIUM

           $64,000
SU#63781INVERCARGILL

 �140 HP 
 �6300 Hours
 �2008 Model
 � JD 683 Loader
 �New injectors

JOHN DEERE 6830 STD

           $65,000
SU#62273GORE

 �110 HP
 �8585 Hours
 � JD731 NSL Loader
 �4WD
 �3rd Service

JOHN DEERE 6520 SE

           $33,000
SU#63671INVERCARGILL

 �115HP to 130HP with 
IPM boost
 �3330 Hours
 � JD H340 Loader & 
bucket

JOHN DEERE 6115R

         $79,950
SU#63062MOSGIEL

 �125 HP
 �4145 Hours
 � JD H340 NSL Loader
 �2x rear remotes
 �4WD
 �PowerQuad

JOHN DEERE 6125M

           $76,000
SU#63816INVERCARGILL

 �180HP 6 Cylinder + 
boost
 �6300 hours
 �19 SPD full power 
shift

CASE PUMA 180

NOW $59,000
MOSGIEL

PRICE REDUCED WAS $67,000

SU#62026

FOR SALE
FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE*   All Prices Exclude GST
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* Conditions apply. Approved commercial applicants only.

The other thank you has to go to our Essential Services staff (and their 
families), who didn’t hesitate to put their hands up and volunteer to do 
what was needed to keep up and running - thank you!

One good thing to rise from these challenges, is the appreciation of how 
important it is to keep it local, and keep supporting each other - this is 
something Southerners have always been well known for, and now more 
than ever let’s continue to look after eachother, and show our community 
spirit!

PS - If you have any stories or photo’s you would like to share, just email 
marketing@sfml.co.nz

SAVE NOW ON EX DEMO STOCKSAVE NOW ON EX DEMO STOCK

BUY LOCAL, STAY LOCAL, AND BE LOCAL - support your local John Deere Dealer

♦ 155HP BOOSTING TO 195HP ♦ COMMANDPRO 
JOYSTICK ♦ CAB SUSPENSION ♦ 3 ELECTRONIC 
SCV’S ♦ FRONT HITCH AND PTO ♦ FRONT AXLE 
SUSPENSION ♦ AUTOPOWER IVT 50KM ♦ FULL 
AUTO TRAC READY COMPLETE WITH RECEIVER 
AND ACTIVATION ♦  ONLY 205 HOURS

2019 John Deere

6155R
+ 663R Electronic Self levelling
Loader with Return to Position

1
ONLY

Tim Brown
Group Manager



Precision Ag Technology Update
Working remotely fulltime at home through lockdown has highlighted to 
so many of us how important technology is, not just in our workplace, 
but in yours too.

The effectiveness of staying in one spot gave me the opportunity to delve 
deeper into some of our initiatives we had been looking at. Back in the 
office now, and we are working away at Value Added Services (which we 
hope to introduce soon), which includes things such as new equipment 
optimisation, and support plans. Also 2020 software updates to be 
introduced in preparation for the landing of new Model Year 20, 6M and 
up.

This will put us in a good position to help you with things such as Service 
Advisor Remote (SAR), as all MY20 tractors come factory fitted with 
a Modular Telematic Gateway (MTG) to keep you connected. Not to 
exclude your existing tractor (or other coloured tractor), they can all be 
field fitted with an MTG.

It certainly is great to be back on the road again, getting around staff 
toolbox meetings at all of our branches, and introducing training on 
connected support (SAR for example), and we look forward to doing a 
few more on site demos with you.

As always, any Precision Ag queries you have, you are welcome to 
call myself (027 4324 572) or Andrew Barron (027 495 7710) a call to 
discuss.

Lastly…Have you seen our Run Out Demo Models at Clearance Prices? 

 - Mike Cleland, Precision Agriculture Technology Manager
M: 027 432 4572   
E: mikec@sfml.co.nz  

BUY LOCAL, STAY LOCAL, AND BE LOCAL - support your local John Deere Dealer

Beat the 
price rise 
and own 
yours 
today!

JOHN DEERE 
6M SERIES

IN STOCK & AVAILABLE NOW! 
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Tyler loved the John Deere kids 
corner on the website while being 
at home in lock down - this is his 
8R he coloured in. 

He wants to be a John Deere 
mechanic when he grows up, just 
like his Dad!

Great work Tyler!

Tyler’s Tractor

You could be forgiven for thinking there was a razor shortage in Central 
Otago during lockdown, but no, it seems that wasn’t the case. 

When the Cromwell team all headed back to the branch for work, it 
appeared they had all had very similar thinking, and they had all adopted 
their own unique versions of facial hair!

These new looks might be adopted on a semi-permanent basis as the 
temperatures start to cool off!  

Is May The New Mo Month??

Front left to right: Bruce McFadzien, Steve Stafford, Bruce Hughes, Liam 
Robinson, Jayden Attfield. In Front: Alain Mudgway, Josh Drummond

A Quiet Farewell
It’s not often you bid farewell to someone who has worked for your 
organisation for over 50 years! 

During his time with us Bruce Chamberlain has seen many changes to 
the world, and the business (we’re pretty sure this is his first pandemic 
though), and he has stuck with us throughout. 

Bruce’s loyalty, commitment and passion for the industry has resulted in 
his reputation as someone who knows what he is talking about, and isn’t 
going to hold back in letting you know it! 

Thank you Bruce for all of your work, and involvement in getting us to 
where we are today, but mostly your loyalty - it really is an outstanding 
attribute. Enjoy your retirement, you’ve earned it!

Thanks Stephan & Annalize DuPlessis from Mosa Farming Ltd for being 
long standing customers, they took delivery of their new John Deere 
6125M before lockdown.

Cheers To The Locals
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